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Logical Reasoning Section‐ LSAT 
 
 
If looking at the LSAT makes you think you’re seeing double, think again. There are two 
separate logical sections on the test. This means that it is twice as important to prepare 
for them. As with the other sections, you will have 35 minutes to complete each logical 
reasoning section. Depending on the test, each of these will be made up of either 25 or 
26 questions. You will be presented with short arguments that you must use to answer 
questions that follow. Frequently, you will be asked to choose details that, if true, would 
strengthen or weaken the presented claim. Below are sample questions that resemble 
those found on the test.  
 
 
1.  Yeast is used in the making of breads and wines. It changes the fermented 

sugars in dough to carbon dioxide. This makes the dough expand.  Therefore, we can 
infer that yeast would make wine expand. 

 
This argument uses the following method to prove a claim: 

 
A. Comparing a general rule to a specific example. 
B. Using a well‐known example to make a generalized claim 

C. Proving a rule with a tested example 
D. Making a conclusion without showing a reasonable explanation 
E. Using a similar case to prove a point 

 
2. Nutrition labels on junk foods are more common now than they were 10 years ago. 
However, obesity levels have not dropped in that time period. This must mean that the 
labels have not raised awareness about the foods’ high calorie content.  
 

     Which of the following facts, if true, would make this claim untrue? 
 

A. Obesity levels are higher than ever. 
B. There are people who have learned about calorie contents through labels but 

still choose to eat fatty foods 
C. People like fatty foods and they will always like them. 
D. People have trouble understanding food labels.  This is why they continue eating 

fatty foods. 
E. People are eating much less than before, but they are also exercising less. 
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3. You need an MA in human resources to receive any human resources‐related job. 
Your undergraduate work, however, does not need to involve human resources. 
Canteen Inc. hired an employee who had just received her BS in human resources. 
Because her undergraduate work involved human resources, she was hired. 
 

       What is the flaw in the author’s claim? 
 

A. A general rule is used to prove a specific incident wrong. 
B. Two contradictory claims are made. 
C. Canteen Inc. is not defined. 
D. A specific example is used as support for a general claim. 
E. The difference between an MA and a BA is not expanded upon. 

 
4. Even before the Eiffel Tower was complete, it was a worldwide sensation. During the 
time of its construction in 1887, it replaced the Washington Monument as the tallest 
structure in the world. This changed in 1930 when the Chrysler Building was built in New 
York City.  Even though the Eiffel Tower is no longer the tallest world structure, it 
continues to fascinate the public. 
 
The author suggests the following in the passage. 
 

A. If the Chrysler Building had not been built, the Eiffel Tower would still be the 
tallest building in the world.   

B. Americans were competing with the French for the title of the world’s largest 
building. 

C. Initially, the Eiffel Tower fascinated the public because it was the tallest structure 
in the world. 

D. Americans were frustrated that the Washington Monument was no longer the 
tallest structure. 

E. Even though the Chrysler Tower was taller, the Eiffel tower was more beloved. 
 
5. The percentage of children who play video games has risen sharply in the last 

decade. Parents are worried that the violent content of video games will have 
negative repercussions on children.  Because volatile behavior in children has also 
increased during this time, the parents’ worries were proven right.  

 
What statement, if true, would weaken the author’s argument?  
 

A. Violent children are not always the ones who play video games. 
B. There are plenty of non‐violent video games on the market. 
C. The rise in childhood violence is not the same in all cities. 
D. Many adults are also violent 
E. Both video games and movies are violent 
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The logical portion of the test is meant to test your ability to analyze and critique 
arguments. Previous knowledge of the medical or historical examples is not required.  In 
fact, it’s best not to rely on outside knowledge when answering questions. The 
information provided may be opinionated or incorrect. Instead, appeal to your analytical 
skills to choose the correct answers. Use prep books as well as the questions above to 
familiarize yourself with the types of questions asked. 
 
 
Answers: 1.E 2.B 3.B 4.C 5. A 
 



LSAT Analytical Reasoning Practice Questions  
 
DIRECTIONS: Each group of questions is based on a brief premise and a set of rules. In 
answering the questions, you might find it helpful to draw rough diagrams. For each question, 
select the best answer from the five lettered choices. 
 
A particular seafood restaurant serves dinner Tuesday through Sunday. The restaurant is closed 
on Monday. Five entrees — snapper, halibut, lobster,mahimahi, and tuna — are served each 
week according to the following restrictions:  

• Halibut is served on three days each week, but never on Friday.  
• Lobster is served on one day each week.  
• Mahimahi is served on three days each week, but never on consecutive days.  
• Halibut and snapper are both served on Saturday and Sunday.  
• Tuna is served five days each week.  
• No more than three different entrees are served on any given day.  

  
Question 1 
On which of the following pairs of days could the restaurant's menu of entrees be 
identical? 

(A) Friday and Sunday 

(B) Tuesday and Wednesday 

(C) Saturday and Sunday 

(D) Wednesday and Friday 

(E) Thursday and Friday  
 
Question 2 
Which of the following is a complete and accurate list of the days on which halibut and 
lobster may both be served? 
 

(A) Tuesday, Thursday 

(B) Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 

(C) Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 

(D) Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 

(E) Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday 
 

  



Question 3 
If mahimahi is served on Saturday, it could be true that 
 

(A) snapper and mahimahi are both served on Sunday 

(B) snapper and halibut are both served on Tuesday 

(C) lobster and halibut are both served on Thursday 

(D) tuna and snapper are both served on Saturday 

(E) lobster and snapper are both served on Friday 
 
  
Question 4 
Which of the following statements provides sufficient information to determine on 
which three days halibut is served? 
 

(A) Mahimahi and lobster are served on the same day. 

(B) Lobster and snapper are both served on Tuesday. 

(C) Tuna is served on Saturday, and lobster is served on Tuesday. 

(D) Mahimahi is served on Saturday, and snapper is served on all but one of the six 
days. 

(E) Tuna is served on Sunday, and snapper is served on Tuesday and Thursday.  

Questions 1‐4 
(Premise and Rules) 
How To Set Up this Game 
  
This game requires you to make six "yes‐or‐no" decisions for each entree. The best way to 
organize the information here is with a matrix, or "checkerboard," diagram (see below), in 
which you fill in a box with either a checkmark or an "X" as you determine whether a particular 
entree is served on a particular day. 
  
Before you attempt any of the questions, ask yourself whether you can fill in any boxes in your 
diagram, based solely on the game's explicit conditions. Yes, you can:  

• You're given that halibut is not served on Friday, so place in "X" in the appropriate box 
(see diagram below).  

• You're given that halibut and snapper are both served on Saturday and Sunday, so place 
a checkmark in the four appropriate boxes (see diagram below). 



 
  

 

 
  

Next, ask yourself what else you can deduce from the game's conditions. This is the key step in 
this game! Focus on the Saturday and Sunday columns in the diagram above. The rules of the 
game permit no more than three checkmarks per column. Here's what you can deduce:  

• Mahimahi must be served on either Saturday or Sunday, but not on both days. Why? 
Because this entree must be served three days per week, but never on consecutive 
days.  

• Tuna must be served on Tuesday through Friday and on either Saturday or Sunday, but 
not both. Why? Tuna must be served on five of the six days, so it must be served on at 
least one of the two weekend days. But if tuna were served on both Saturday and 
Sunday, then on one of those two days four entrees (snapper, halibut, mahimahi, and 
tuna) would be served. (Remember: we concluded above that mahimahi must be served 
either on Saturday or Sunday.) This result would exceed the limit of three entrees per 
day. 

Based on these deductions, two basic alternatives emerge:  

1. Mahimahi is served on Saturday (but not Sunday), and tuna is served on Sunday (but not 
Saturday)  

2. Mahimahi is served on Sunday (but not Saturday), and tuna is served on Saturday (but 
not Sunday) 

We're not quite done deducing all we can from the game's rules. Based on what we've deduced 
so far, we can also conclude that lobster cannot be served either on Saturday or Sunday (again, 
because the game limits the number of entrees per day to three). So your final matrix diagram 
might look like this: 
  

 
  



 

 
  

Now you're ready to tackle the questions. 
  
Question 1 — Analysis 
(Return to Question 1) 
The correct response to Question 1 is (D). You can eliminate (A) because halibut is served on 
Sunday but not on Friday, so the menu for these two days cannot be the same. You can 
eliminate (B) as well as (E) because mahimahi cannot be served on consecutive days. You can 
eliminate (C) because mahimahi is served on either Saturday or Sunday, but not both. You can 
eliminate (C) also because mahimahi is served on either Saturday or Sunday, but not both. By 
process of elimination, (D) must be the correct answer. 
 
Question 2 — Analysis 
(Return to Question 2) 
The correct response to Question 2 is (B). Halibut cannot be served on Friday, and lobster 
cannot be served on either Saturday or Sunday. However, both may be served on any of the 
other three days. 
 
Question 3 — Analysis 
(Return to Question 3) 
The correct response to Question 3 is (E). If mahimahi is served on Saturday, it must be served 
on Tuesday and Thursday as well (otherwise, mahimahi would be served on at least two 
consecutive days), and tuna must be served on Sunday rather than Saturday (otherwise, four 
entrees would be served on Saturday). Given these conclusions, you can eliminate (A), (B), (C), 
and (D) because in each one at least four entrees would be served on the day specified by the 
answer choice. (E) could be true, however. Lobster and snapper can both be served on Friday, 
since tuna is the only entree that must be served on that day. 
  



Question 4 — Analysis 
(Return to Question 4) 
The correct response to Question 4 is (E). This question essentially asks what information is 
required to determine the entire week's schedule for halibut. Only (E) provides sufficient 
information. If tuna is served on Sunday, mahimahi must be served on Saturday and therefore 
on Tuesday and Thursday as well. (Remember: mahimahi must be served on three non‐
consecutive days.) In addition, given that snapper is served on Tuesday and Thursday, snapper, 
mahimahi, and tuna must all be served on these two days. Accordingly, halibut cannot be 
served on either of those days; otherwise, four entrees would be served on that day. Halibut 
must be served three days each week, and therefore must be served on Wednesday. 
 



LSAT Reading Comprehension Practice Questions 

DIRECTIONS: The following passage is followed by questions about its content. After reading 

the passage, select the best answer to each question among the five choices. Answer all 

questions on the basis of what is stated or implied in the passage. 

The nub of the restorationist critique of preservationism is the claim that it rests on an 

unhealthy dualism that conceives nature and humankind as radically distinct and opposed to 

each other. Dissatisfaction with dualism has for some time figured prominently in the 

unhappiness of environmentalists with mainstream industrial society, as in the writings of 

Carolyn Merchant and Theodore Roszak. However, the writings of the restorationists 

themselves — particularly, William Jordan and Frederick Turner — offer little evidence to 

support this indictment. In their view, preservationists are imbued with the same basic mind-

set as the industrial mainstream, the only difference being that the latter exalts humans over 

nature while the former elevates nature over humans. While it is perhaps puzzling that Jordan 

and Turner do not see that there is no logic that requires dualism as a philosophical 

underpinning for preservation, more puzzling is the sharpness and relent- 

lessness of their attack on preservationists, accentu- ated by the fact that they offer little, if 

any, criticism of those who have plundered the natural world. 

 

The crucial question, however, about the restorationist outlook has to do with the degree to 

which the restorationist program is itself faithful to the first principle of restoration: that nature 

and humanity are fundamentally united rather than separate. Rejecting the old domination 

model, which sees humans as over nature, restoration theory champions a model of 

community participation. Yet some of the descriptions that Jordan and Turner give of what 

restorationists are actually up to — for example, Turner's description of humans as "the lords of 

creation," or Jordan's statement that "the fate and well being of the 

biosphere depend ultimately on us and our relationship with it" — do not cohere well with the 

community partici- pation model. 

 

Another holistic model — namely, that of nature as an organism — might be more serviceable 

to the restorationists.  As with the community model, the "organic" model pictures nature as a 

system of interconnected parts. A fundamental difference, however, is that in an organism the 

parts are wholly subservient to the life of the organism. If we 

could think of the biosphere as a single living organism and could identify humans with the 

brain (or the DNA), or control center, we would have a model that more closely 

fits the restorationists' view. 

  



However, to consider humans as the control center of the living earth is to ascribe to them a 

dominating role in nature. Is this significantly different from the old- fashioned domination 

model? In both systems humans hold the place of highest authority and power in the world.  

Also, neither view recognizes any limits to the scope and range of legitimate human 

manipulation in the world. This does not mean that there are no constraints; only 

beneficial manipulation should be undertaken. But it does not mean that nothing is off-limits. A 

further parallel is that, because the fate of the world rests on humans, they 

must have a clear idea of what needs to be done. 

   

1. The author's primary purpose in the passage is to 

(A) examine the similarities and differences among models for environmental philosophies  

(B) formulate a new philosophical model of the relationship between humans and their 

environment 

(C) critique a modern-day environmental philosophy 

(D) argue that one particular environmental philosophy is more workable than competing 

approaches 

(E) demonstrate the limited usefulness of models as the basis for environmental 

philosophie  

 

2. The author of the passage would probably agree that preservationists 

(A) are not critical enough of those who have plundered the natural world 

(B) base their ideas on an unhealthy dualism 

(C) have the same basic mind-set as the industrial mainstream 

(D) have been unfairly criticized by restorationists 

(E) have been faithful to the principles upon which their ideas are based 

  

  



3. Which of the following best expresses the function of the first paragraph in relation to the 

passage as a whole? 

(A) to establish the parameters of an ensuing debate 

(B) to identify problem areas within a school of thought, which are then explored in greater 

detail 

(C) to discuss secondary issues as a prelude to a more detailed examination of a primary 

issue 

(D) to provide an historical backdrop for a discussion of modern-day issues 

(E) to introduce opposing viewpoints, which are then evaluated  

  

4. In asserting that the organic model might be "more serviceable to the restorationists" (line 

36), the author implies that 

(A) the descriptions by Turner and Jordan of the .restorationists' program conform more 

closely to the organic model than to the community participation model 

(B) the organic model is more consistent than the community participation model with the 

principle of restoration 

(C) the organic model is more consistent with the restorationists' agenda than with the 

preservationists' program 

(D) holistic models are more useful than the dualist model to the restorationists 

(E) the organic model, unlike the community participation model, represents nature as a 

system of interconnected parts   

  

5. Which of the following models would the author most.likely agree is least like the other 

models listed below?. 

(A) domination model 

(B) holistic model 

(C) community participation model 

(D) dualist model 

(E) organic model....  



6. Which of the following best expresses the author's primary criticism of the restorationists? 

(A) They fail to recognize any limits as to the scope of legitimate human manipulation of 

nature. 

(B) They assign to humans a controlling role in the world. 

(C) They reject the most workable model for the relationship between humans and nature. 

(D) Their critique of preservationism is not well supported. 

(E) Their program does not coincide with their principles. 

Question 1 — Analysis 
  
The correct response to Question 1 is (C). Although the passage does digress in the last paragraph 
(suggesting a possible transition to another area of discussion), the passage is devoted mainly to a 
critical analysis of the restorationists' environmental philosophy, as exemplified by Turner and Jordan. 
  
(A) is too narrow. Admittedly, the author does discuss (in the third and fourth paragraphs) the 
similarities and differences between the organic and community participation models. While response 
(A) would appear to encompass this discussion, (A) does not embrace the author's larger purpose: to 
critique the restorationist philosophy. 
  
(B) is too narrow and is not well supported. Admittedly, the author does introduce (in the third 
paragraph) an alternative model — i.e., the organic model. However, the author's limited purpose in 
introducing the organic model is to underscore the author's broader point that the restorationists' 
program is inconsistent with their principles. Moreover, the author makes no claim to having formulated 
the organic model or that it is a "new" model, as (B) suggests. 
  
(D) distorts the author's purpose. Admittedly, the author does explore the possibility that a model other 
than the community participation model might more accurately reflect the restorationists' agenda. 
However, the author's point here is that another model might be more consistent with the 
restorationists' program, not that one particular model is more workable or otherwise preferable for 
everyone. For all the reader knows, the author might be a mainstream industrialist who opposes all pro-
environment policies. 
  
(E) calls for an unwarranted inference as to the author's purpose. Based upon the last paragraph, the 
passage might conceivably continue by asserting that all environmental models are problematic and 
therefore of limited usefulness. However, whether the author would continue in this vein is speculative. 
Since the passage itself does not include such a discussion, (E) is not a viable response. 
 
Question 2 — Analysis 
  
The correct response to Question 2 is (D). In the first paragraph, the author asserts that a preservationist 
need not have a dualist view, and therefore the argument of Turner and Jordan that the preservationists 
are also "unhealthy" dualists is an unfair claim. Response (D) is also supported later in the first 



paragraph, where the author criticizes Turner and Jordan for the "sharpness and relentlessness of their 
attack on preservationists." The author implies that other groups (e.g., "those who have plundered the 
natural world") are more deserving of sharp criticism than the preservationists. In this sense as well, 
then, the author would probably agree that Turner and Jordan have unfairly criticized the 
preservationists. 
  
(A) confuses the information in the passage. The author suggests that it is the restorationists such as 
Turner and Jordan (not the preservationists) who are not critical enough of those that have plundered 
the natural world. 
  
(B) and (C) confuse the author's viewpoint with the viewpoint of others mentioned in the passage. It is 
the restorationists, not the author, who claim that the preservationists base their ideas on an unhealthy 
dualism and who suffer from the same mind-set as the industrial mainstream. 
  
(E) confuses the information in the passage and calls for speculation. First, the crucial question that the 
author poses (in lines 22-25) is whether the restorationists, not the preservationists, have been faithful 
to their principles. Second, although the author asserts that the restorationists have not been faithful to 
their principle, it is unfair to infer that the preservationists have been faithful to theirs. 
 
Question 3 — Analysis 
  
The correct response to Question 3 is (C). The author refers in the first sentence of the second 
paragraph to the "crucial question," signaling that the primary concern of the passage is to follow. 
Accordingly, the first paragraph introduces the topic by discussing non-crucial questions. 
  
(A) is wholly unsupported and runs contrary to the passage. Although the first paragraph does establish 
parameters insofar as it identifies the topic of the passage, in no sense does it identify which issues are 
subject to debate and which are not. To the contrary, the primary issue (whether the restorationists 
have been faithful to their own principle) is not even mentioned in the first paragraph.  
  
(B) is only partially supported. Although in the first paragraph the author does indeed identify some 
problems with the restorationist critique of preservationism, rather than exploring these problems in 
greater detail, the author turns in subsequent paragraphs to another, more "crucial," problem. 
  
(D) distorts the information in the passage. Although the author does include some "historical" 
background insofar as the environmentalists' unhappiness with mainstream industrial society (lines 5-6) 
is mentioned using the past tense, aside from this single reference to past events, the first paragraph 
speaks in terms of the present day. 
  
(E) distorts the overall structure. The first paragraph does not really discuss opposing viewpoints but 
rather critiques one viewpoint: the restorationists' view of preservationism. Moreover, in subsequent 
paragraphs, the author makes no attempt to evaluate this viewpoint. 
 
Question 4 — Analysis 
The correct response to Question 4 is (A). In the preceding sentence, the author asserts that Turner's 
and Jordan's descriptions of restorationist activites "do not cohere well with the community 
participation model." By following this assertion with the suggestion that another model might be more 
serviceable, it is reasonably inferable that restorationists' activities are more consistent with this other 



model than with the community participation model. 
  
(B) confuses the information in this portion of the passage. The author is concerned with which model 
more closely conforms to the restorationists' program, not which model better conforms to their 
principle. 
  
(C) confuses the information in the passage — specifically, by bringing in irrelevant information. The 
author is not concerned at all in this portion of the passage with the preservationists. No attempt is 
made here or anywhere else in the passage to relate the organic model to the preservationists' 
program. 
  
(D) is somewhat consistent with the information in the passage, but it does not respond to the question. 
The author does identify the organic model as one type of "holistic" model; however, the author asserts 
that it may be more serviceable than another holistic model (i.e., the community participation model), 
not the dualist model (which is not a holistic model). 
  
(E) is partially supported by the passage, but (E) also contradicts the passage. The author does indeed 
assert that the organic model represents nature as a system of interconnected parts. However, 
according to the author, so does the community participation model (lines 37-39).  
 
Question 5 — Analysis 
  
The correct response to Question 5 is (D). The author finds some point of similarity among all other 
models mentioned (see below). Therefore, by elimination, (D) is the best response. 
  
(A), (B), and (E) are not viable. The author points out (see last paragraph) several parallels between the 
organic model (a holistic model) and the domination model. 
  
(C) is not a viable response, since the author points out in the third paragraph that the community 
participation and organic models both picture nature as a system of interconnected parts. For this 
additional reason, (E) is also not viable.  
 
Question 6 — Analysis 
 
The correct response to Question 6 is (E). The "crucial" (primary) question for the author involves the 
degree to which the restorationists are true to their first principle (lines 22-26). The author then claims 
that they are not so true in that their program "does not cohere well" with their principle (lines 33-34). 
Since this issue is "crucial" to the author, it is reasonable to assert that this criticism is the author's 
"primary" one. 
  
(D) is the second-best response. Although the author does indeed criticize the restorationists on this 
count (in the first paragraph), this criticism is not the author's "primary" one, since the author raises and 
answers a more "crucial question" in the second paragraph. 
  
(A) and (B) are supportable statements, but they do not respond to the question. Although the author 
ascribes the characteristics mentioned in (A) and (B) to the restorationists (as well as to the 
dominationists), the author does not identify this characteristic as a point of criticism. 
  



(C) is unsupported by the information in the passage. The author neither states nor implies that one 
model is more workable than others (except insofar as one model might be more appropriate than 
another for a particular school of thought) or which model that would be. In addition, although the 
passage is clear that the restorationists have embraced the community participation model, the passage 
is not at all explicit that they have "rejected" any particular other model (except for the dualist model). 
 



LSAT Writing Sample — Practice Test 
 
NOTE: This page includes two sample responses, each one arguing for a different alternative. As 
you read these samples, keep in mind:  

 Each one is brief enough to compose easily in 35 minutes.  
 Although both samples would merit a high score, they are intended merely as 

illustrations — not as models. 

Writing Sample Topic 
  
"Cutters," a contemporary hair‐care studio for men and women owned and operated by Jim 
and Joan Baxter, has been operating from the same downtown location for several years. 
However, the Baxters must move their studio when their lease terminates next month. They 
are considering two possible locations. Write an argument for one of the two following choices. 
Two considerations should influence your decision:  

• The Baxters wish to minimize the time and expense involved in starting up business in a 
new location.  

• The Baxters seek maximum potential for business growth and for return on their 
financial investment.  

The Baxters are considering a location on Frye Street where a contemporary‐style men's hair 
salon has recently failed. The Frye Street storefront is only a few blocks away from the Baxters' 
present location. Although the space would be just large enough to support the Baxters' current 
operation, they could expand to an adjacent retail space in the same building. While the 
Baxters' present location is on a busy thoroughfare, Frye Street is a quiet side street lined with 
quaint older houses and a few neighborhood stores. Most Frye Street residents are either 
senior citizens or young couples in their twenties. 
  
The Baxters are also considering a location in the new Fashion Place suburban mall, located 
about three miles from their present location. The space, which is positioned next to one of the 
mall's department stores, is large enough for the Baxters' current as well as potential future 
needs. The monthly rent is approximately twice that of the Frye Street location. Although 
parking at the mall is ample, no public transportation is available between the mall and the 
downtown area. 

Sample Response #1 (in favor of the Frye Street location) 

The Frye Street location is the better choice for the Baxters. The time and cost of renovating the 
Frye shop would be minimal, since the store is already set up to accommodate a hair studio. Its 
close proximity would minimize the time and expense of moving as well as providing for 



uninterrupted business from current clients. A continued stream of business and a low initial 
rent would ensure short‐term survival as well as making it financially feasible to expand to the 
adjacent space, thereby achieving long‐term growth. Although the prior salon failure on Frye 
Street might suggest poor growth potential, that failure may have been due to other factors — 
such as mismanagement or a narrow male‐only client base. 
  
The mall space's high‐traffic location might seem to provide more long‐term profit potential. 
However, the Baxters may face greater competition in the suburbs from franchise salons. More 
importantly, the Baxters' primary concern should be with short‐term survival, since otherwise 
they cannot achieve their longer‐term profit goals. The additional expense of equipping a new 
retail space, along with a high initial rent, may jeopardize that survival, especially since it may 
take considerable time to develop a new clientele. 

In sum, Frye is the better location; it would allow for a fast and inexpensive start‐up and an 
uninterrupted flow of business, in turn ensuring both short‐term survival and long‐term 
success. 

Sample Response #2 (in favor of the Fashion Place Mall location) 

The mall location would better meet the Baxters' objectives. The strategic high‐traffic position 
next to a department store offers greater opportunity for long‐term growth and profit. While 
the initial expense to equip the new space might be substantial, renovations at Frye Street to 
convert that space from a men‐only salon may be just as costly and time‐consuming. Even if 
not, the Baxters' primary concern should be with long‐term investment return, as additional 
start‐up costs will prove insignificant over time. 
  
Admittedly, the relatively close and quiet Frye Street location might help the Baxters retain 
current customers, thereby offsetting moving expenses. However, failure of the previous hair 
studio suggests an insufficient demand among nearby elderly residents for a contemporary hair 
studio. This factor, along with the location's low visibility, is likely to prevent growth. Although 
low rent would appear to help the Baxters to meet their objectives, any expansion at Frye 
would come at greater expense, thereby undermining long‐term profit goals; the mall location 
allows for expansion without additional rent.  
  
In the final analysis, the mall is the better choice; while the relative start‐up costs are uncertain, 
the mall location is more certain to achieve the Baxters' overriding objectives of long‐term 
growth and profit.  

 


